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Solar Pool Heater
MADE IN GERMANY

Dear Pool Owner,

Solar Pool Heating use FREE energy from the sun to provide you with a cost-effective and
environmentally conscious way to keep your pool warm and inviting during the colder winter season.

Solar Pool Heaters are great for recreational pool use and are recommended for those who are
comfortable with pool water temperatures ranging from the mid to high 20’s.

Our offered SOLAR-RIPP® pool heating systems are an ideal step forward to conserve nature's precious
resources, while saving you money on utility bills.

It is amazing to understand that a standard pool with 60,000 liter water volume consumes approx.
25,000,000.00 Watt of electrical energy over the winter season between November and April (180
days). In today’s world where everybody is talking about sustainable energies, you too can make the

difference and be part of the important carbon footprint campaign, reducing Co2 emission.

SOLAR-RIPP® will give you years and years of comfortable pool water for a one-time installation
charge. Make your swimming pool an Energy Smart Pool; enjoy immediate savings and also a higher
value for your property!

SOLAR-RIPP® – A Bright Investment for a Carefree Pool Enjoyment

� Reduce your electricity bill
Once you install your SOLAR-RIPP® system, heating your pool becomes free of charge! You will not
have to worry about the cost of enjoying a warm, comfortable pool during wintertime. It is a one-
time investment that slashes your electricity bills and pays for itself in a few years.

� Help the Environment, Fight Pollution and Global Warming
Solar energy is sustainable and cost effective, plus it does not pollute the environment or contribute
to global warming. Be proud of being environmentally responsible!

� Low Maintenance and Reliable Performance
SOLAR-RIPP® solar heating systems require next to no maintenance and therefore are less
expensive to operate compare to heat pumps or other heating systems. The system lasts several

decades (aerospace material) and it is covered by 20 years warranty. It virtually becomes a
permanent part of your pool and your home settings.

SOLAR-RIPP® - Transforming Sunlight into Pool Comfort: How it Works?
Simply explained, your pool water is ‘detoured’ from the pool filter to the SOLAR-RIPP® system during
daily filtration cycle, heating the pool free, with no additional operating costs.

Versatility and Easy Installation
Available sizes are starting from 5sqm – 2,000 sqm, rectangular or irregular shapes to fit any pool in any
residential settings. The material is weather proof and corrosion insensitive.

SOLAR-RIPP® @ LANGE LLC makes it Easy
Our experienced consultants will provide you step-by-step assistance with Evaluation & Design,

Installation & Inspection, as well as After-Installation support. We will ensure an installation that not
only functions optimally but also looks attractive and blends harmoniously with your home surroundings.

Contact us today for a no-obligation, free assessment.

EVERYONE LOVES A HEATED SWIMMING POOL DURING WINTER!


